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THE SURF/\CE STRUCTURE Arm BOilDWG OF (2X2) ACETYLEilE ov[r~u\ YERS 

ON PLATIfllJ'l (111): LITO INTUlSlTY IIN.I\LYSISt 

by 

L. L. Kesmodel, R. C. Baetzold* and G. A. Somorjai 

t1ateria1s and flolecu1ar Research Division, La\'/rence Berkeley Laboratory 
and Department of Chemistry, University of California, 

Berkeley, California 94720 

ABSTRACT 

The structure and bonding of (2x2) over1ayers of acetylene on a 

platinum (111) surface has been st~died by low-energy electron diffraction 

intensity-voltage analysis. A discussion ;s given of likely bonding lilode:; 

and their stereochemical analogies in transition-metal clusters, mu1tir>l(~-

scattering calculations and the construction of over1ayer scattering 

potentials and the influence of electron s<;:attering by hydrogen. The 

favored bonding geometry for the stable acetylene over1ayer is found to 
o 

be a triangular site at 1.95±0.10 A above the pl~tinum surface (C-Pt dis-
o 0 

tances of 2.25 A and 2.59 A). vIe also report evidence that rehybddizati:Jn 

of the adsorbed acetylene in terms of CCH angle-bending is weak to 

moderate (180° ~ CCH angle 2 150°). 
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IiHROOUCTION 

In a recent 1etter(1) we outlined the results of the first 1m'l-energy 

electron diffraction (LEED) study of molecular chemisorption by intensity

voltage (I-V) analysis •. In this method, which has been rather widely 

applied to clean crystalline surfaces and atomic adsorbates, the surface 

geometry is deterillined by analysis of the beam intensities of slow elec-
• 

trans (10 $ E $ 200 eV) diffracted from the surfaces of well-ordered SYStClllS 

under ultrahigh vacuum conditions. (2) Our study has dealt with the chell1j

sorption of acetylene (C2H
2

) that forms (2x2) overlayers on the platinum 

(111) crystal surface. A principal rllotivation for this work has been to 

show that definitive stl~uctural information on adsorbed molecules can be 

extracted from LEE{) I-V ana lys is; s tereochemi ca 1 arguments may then be 

emr)loyed to elucidate the nature of the chemical bonds in these heterogenp.ous 

systems. 

In their recent experimental studies, Stair and Sornorjai have repol'ted 

the LEED I-V profiles for the acetylene-platinum system. (3) In particular, 

t\'10 different (2x2) structures of adsorbed acetyl ene \"lere i dent; fi ed, \,lh ich 

we refer to briefly as listable" and IImetastable ll states and \"lhich have been 

interpreted as involving different chemical bondingo (3) The metastable 

(2x2) structure is observed to form initially at low exposure (~l Langmuir -

-6 ) 10 Torr-sec of C2H2 at room temperature but transforms in 1 h to the 

stable (2x2) structure upon gentle heating to 1000e. Both structures are 

characteri zed by the same (2x2) surface unit ce 11 and i nvol ve the same 

carbon coverage as determined by Auger electron spectroscopic analysis. 

Hm1ever, they are readi 1y di s ti ngui shab 1e by the; r di fferent I··V character

istics. (3) 

, 

• 
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In this paper we present an extensive discussion of the I-V analysis 

of the stabl-e acetylene overlayer and some preliminary remarks concerning 

the metastable system. The main results of this study as detailed in the 

later sections are the follO\ling: (i) the favored bonding-site for the 

stable structure is a 3-fo1d (triangular) position at a z~distance of 

° 1.9S±.1 A above the topmost plane of platinum atoms (C-Pt distances of 
o <> 

2.25 A and 2.59 A), and (ii) electron scattering by hydroeJen siC)nificu.ntly 

influences only the very 10Vl-energy (10-40 eV) region of the I-V curves; 

preliminary analysis of this region suggests that rehybridizationof the 

adsorbed acetylene in terms of CCH angle bending is weak to moderate 

(180° ~ CCH angle ~ 150°). 

MODELS OF ACETYLEfJE CHHlI SORPTIOil 

The disposition and chemical state of unsaturated hydrocarbons On 

transition-metal surfaces has for many years been an unresolved problem 

of considerable interest in the fields of adsorption, adhf~s;on and hetero·· 

geneous catalysis.(4) Competin!] models involving the formation of 1T 

complexes and 0" complexes have been postulated for acetylene and ethylene 

chemisorption. (4) Generalizations of these models are also expected to 

apply to other unsaturated hydrocarbons on metal surfaces. In the present 

study of acetylene chemisorption on platinum vie examine these various 

modes of honding in the context of the high-symmetry bonding sites avail-

able on the (111) face of an f.c.c. crystal. 

As illustrated in Fig. 1 \,/13 distinuuisll four sites dcs;9nated· as (a) 

one-coordinate 1f, (b)di-O" , (c) bridging (sometimcs ref!:~rrl~d to as p-

bridgin!]) and (d) ·triangular complexes. He have indicatec1 for each site 

only those surface met",l atOlrlS ey.pectf~d to havp. significant metal-carbon 
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interaction. !tis natural to discuss these surface geometries in terms 

of structural analogies in or~janomctallic comrlexes •. In these terms the 

one-coordinate TI complex (a) involves the interaction of one or both sets 

of 1T-orl>itals of the acetylene molecule vJith. a single metal sUl'face atom. 

The bridging site (c) utilizes both sets of 1r-orbitals to bond with two 

surface atoms; both (a) and (c) in principle entail little rehybridi-

zation of the molecule since essentially undistorted TI orbitals would be 

involved.(5) However, the di-a bond (b) implies sp~sp2 rehybridization 
-

and the formation of two carbon-metal a bonds accompanied by large hydro-. 

gen cis-hending (CCH angle _120°). This possibility has received serious 

cohsideration in the catalysis literature.(4) Finally, the triangular 

structure (d), commonly found in trinuclear rnetal-alkyne complexes, 

illustrates a mode of handing loosely referred to in terms of both lia lt and 

"ll" bonds. (6) As dis:ussed below \'1e find this triangular ~eometry to be 

the favored arrangement in the stable structure. In Table I we tite 

various organometallic co~pounds demonstrating the four geometries we 

have considered.(7) 

Let us note that He have examined only high-symrnetry structures 

having the C-C axis parallel to the Pt surfaceo !~e consider it unlikely 

that large distortions from planarity (c.g., Itend-onl! bonding characteristic 

of metal-carbonyls) \'Jould occur for chemisorbed acetylene as it leads to 

minimum overlap of bonding molecular orbitals. Furthermore, in previous 

\'wrk it Has noted that a rather closely-packed layer of planar acetylene 

molecules is consistent "lith the observed (2x2) unit cell. (B) The 

poss ib; 1; ty of di ssoci ation of acetyl ene to CI-l fragments bound to thp. surface 

in a (?x2) confi~luration \'/as ruled out based on experirnental (lvid~nce to 

• 

• 

• 
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be discussed below. 

IHTENSITY CALCULATIONS 

In this section we outline the calculational procedure for obtaining 

the reflected bea~ intensities fat low-energy electron diffraction given 

a model geometry. In recent years the quantum..,mechanical methods for 

treating the multiple-scattering of 510\,1 electrons from crystalline sur-

faces have become fairly standardized; we refer the reader to revieWs on 

the subject for details of the LEED multiple-scattering theory. (9) Here 

we mention only the most important features of the calculation and some 

specific ~spects pertaining to the scattering from an acetylene molecule~ 

_ Multiple~Scattering Method: General features 

An accurate description of the I-V profiles requires the consideration 

of several orders of (el~stic) multiple-scattering of the electrons from 

the attractive (screened) Coulomb fields of the atomic nuclei, which -by 

virtue of their periodic lattice arrangement and the wave-like behavior of 

the electrons (;\=h/ /2mE) give rise to diffraction effects. 

III virtually all calculations the muffin-tin model(lO) is employed, 

i.e., the scattering potential is taken to be sphericallysymnictricin the 

neighborhood of eilch atomic center and to be approximately constant in 

the interstitial region bet\'l(~en muffin..,tins. The assumption of sphericity, 

thou~lll inadequate for the 9('neral problem of valenc(>:,: electron behavior, 

is quite u good approximation at LEEO energies: that is, in order to 

underuo lJack-sciJttcring the LEED electron must expeY'ience the strona 
. . 

forces of the corr~ ... reCJi on of the a torni c potenti a 1 v:here the cha rye d; s-

tribution ;s ind(~ed srherically syrnn'letl'ic. 

Th~ scattering from th(~ spherically symmetric atomic sites';s ~~;ven 
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by the conventional partial wave expansion('l) in terms of the phase 

sl11 fts ,tSR.' 

1 
C''') 

L (2 R. +1 ) e i 15 .e,( k ) f( 0) - k sino£(k) P~(COS8) 
£=0 

(1) 

where k =. (2mE/t12) 1/2 and PR. are the Legen~re polynomials. The atomic 

scattering factor f(O) describes the amplitude and phase dependence of a 
• 

scattering event on the scattering angle G from the forward direction. 

The mathematical formulation 'of multiple-scattering processes involves 

essentially the products of single-scatterin~ events given by Eq. (1) with 

the intermediate process of electron propagation. Due to effici~nt loss 

processes in the solid such as plasmon excitation, the mean free path 
o 

Aee for the occurance of an inelastic event is -4-8 A at LEED energies 

(20-200 eV). Since these large energy loss events (6E-10 eV) remove 

electrons from the observed elastic beams, ''Ie note that the electron pro-

pagation between scattering events is a highly-damped process. This 

electron beam atterluation is commonly treated as being isotropic and is 

described in terms of A or equivalently in tp.rrns of an imaginary con-
ee " 

tribution (~i-3 eV) to the scattering potential. 

The r~ain physical features of the calculation, then, are the elastic 

events parameter; zed by the phase shi fts 0 R, (,-:l1i cll are deri ved from the 

potential V(r) associated with each atomic site) and inelastic damping 

parar.leterized hy Li • r·1ultiple sCi.ltt(~ring formulae essentially involve these 

parameters in various lattice summations. In particular, ''Ie have employed 

a beam representation and the layer doubling method.(12) 

Finally, we note that \"ie have usedathe "no-reflectionll treatment of 

the barrier bet\lJeen vacuum ilnd the solid surface; that is, \'/C consider the 

,; 

• 

f 
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barrier to smoothly acce]~rate the incident electron in the direction normal 

to the sUl~face and neglect reflections from the barrier itself. This approx

imation is valid for energies greater than about 30 eV. (13) 

~cattering of Low-Energy Electrons from Platinum 

The parameters describing the platinum scattering were the same as 

those used previously(14) v/ith the exception of the electron damping E· 
1 

which was taken to be 2.5 eV in this work rather than the value of 4 eV 

used previously. The value of 2.5 eV gives a better description of fine 
" 

structure in the I-V profiles for both the clean Pt and Pt-C21l2 systems._ 

The value of the constant potential between muffin-tin spheres (muffin-
(14 ) tin zero) was Vo= 14.3 eV below the vacuum level. We have neglected 

the decrease in work function (l1¢ = 1.5 eV) associated with acetylene 

adsorption. The platinum phase shifts (Ref. 14, Fig. 1) were derived from 

the band-structure potential used by Andersen and Mackintosh(15) for 

which the exchange contributio~ was given by the Slater formula.(lG) 

(Eq. (3) below:) 

Scatterin9 of LO\'I-Energy Electrons from Acetylene 

Applying the muffin-tin model to acetylene, we consider spheres 

centered on each of the'carbon and hydrogen atoms. Within these atomic 

spheres a spherical average of the potential is pertormed; the region 

outside the spheres (intermolecular) has a volume average \'Ihich in our 

case Has assul1l(~d equal to the platinum value Vo = 14.3 eV. 

The electronic c!larue density in tile llIoh!cule \'/as calculated w;;ng 

molcculilr-orbital \"avc functions givenby Palke and lipscomh(l?) in a 

self-consistent field treatment \'lith a minimill basis set of Slater utornic 

orhitals. The ~kctr()_st(\t;c contribution to the potential cner9.Y \'J(\S 



calculated from Poisson's integral 

--f P(!:'.) d
3
r ' . 

~(r) 

I !:-!:' I 
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(2) 

employing the molecular charge density pC!:) consisting of electronic and 
and nuclear parts. The exchange potential was calculated from the local 

.. (16) 
approximation due to Slater : 

V (r) = -6 [1- p(r)]1/3 x _ 8n- (3) 

Finally, contributions to the potential in the C2H2 atomic spheres froll! -

substrate interaction was approximated by simple overlap of platinum 

potentials using standard methods. (10) 

We have used overlapping atomic spheres on the carbon and hydrogen 

atoms; this departur~ from a strict muffin-tin treatment was made in order 

to include more of the electronic charge, a suhstantial portion of which 

lies outside of non-overlapping spheres. This problem has been dealt 

with earlier in connection with electronic structure calculations with the 

SCF Xa scattered-wave ~ethod(18) and arises, for.example, in organic 

molecules with v-electron systems. 

In Table II we list the muffin-tin potential for carbon i~ C2H2 
obtained by the above method and compare this po~ent;al to that of atomic 

carbon.(19) We note that these two potentials are nearly identical for 

small radii (as expected) and that their difference at the sphere radius 

(re =1.50 au) is only 0.2 Rydberg. This similarity is obtained, of 

course, only because vie have sph(~dca1ly averaged a)'ound each of the 

·acetylenic carbon atoms. If one cOlnpares, fol' example, the electrostatic 

potential ¢(r) along the C-C bond direction with the potential at the same 

• 
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radius perpendicular to the C-C bond, differences up to -1 Rydberg are 

foundcol'respondi ng to the buil dup. of bondi ng charge betHeen the carbon . 

atoms. Given the similarity of the spherically..,.averaged acetylenic-carbon 

potentials to those derived from the corresponding atom we have accordingly 

employed· atomic hydrogen potentials to approximate the hydrogen scattering 

in acetylene, as indicated in Table II. 

Phase shifts (oQ.) derived from the muffin-tin potentials of carbon 

and hydrogen are shm'ln in Figs. 2-3. Their behavior \'Jith energy is very 

similar to but they differ quantitatively from the corresponding free atom 

phase shifts(20) since the potentials are truncated at the sphere radii 

rC ~nd rH given in Table II. We note·that the~, Rand d-waves are quite 

strong for carbon \'Ihereas the hydrogen scattering is weak with only the 

s-wave being relatively strong. We may also compare relative elastic 

scattering cross sections determined from the phase shifts. At 80 eV, 

for example, the platinurn cross section is over 3 times larger them the· 

carbon cross section and 25 times larger than the hydrogen cross section. 

Intensity Averaqin? Over Equivalent Domains 

The observed di ffracti on pattern for the acetyl ene overl ayers may 

arise from domains of either (2x2) or (2xl) real space unit cells. In 

the case of (2xl) periodicity the presence of the thY'ee equivalent 120°-

rotated domains of the molecule on the surface would be essential to 

produce the necessary spots that give a nominal (2x2) diffraction pattern. 

In the case of ei tiler (2xl) or' (2x2)symrnett·y, hO\'/ever, the presence· of 

equalnul'lbers of the three domzlins is also necessary sinceunequill 

mixtures vl'Ould n()~ give the observed threefold symrn(~try of the Sl10t 

intensities. 
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The small size, high intensity and good definition of the fractional-

order diffraction spots indicates that order in the overlayer persists on 

a ~cale comparable to or larger than the coh~rence width o~ the electron 
o 

beam (-loa A). We make the assumption that only one of the three rotational 

orientations is present \'/ithin a given coh.erence zone, i.e., we assume 

that boundary effects Play be neglected. This assumption is valid providing 
• 

either that the domains of a given orientation are much larger than the coher-

ence zone or that no particular phase relation connects different domains. 

Hith this assumption it is only necessary to average together intensities 

(as opposed to adding amplitudes) calculated for the .three orientations. 

For a ge~eral incident beam angle (O,(p) this procedure then involves thr~e 

independent intensity calculations. HOI'lever, along high-symmetry azimuths 

(<1» only biD calculations are necessary, and at normal incidence (0=0°) 

only one calculation is needed. 

It has been noted that a (2xl)overlayer is unlikely in the light of 

both helium scattering rrisults as well as c6nsideration of van der Waals 

radii. (8) Hm'lever, in the absence of quantitative coverage data we 

carried out calculations for (~xl) overlayer geometries at normal incidence. 

He did not find acceptable agreement for the (2xl) acetylene lattice 

with ·the observed I.;.V profiles and ojn the fo11O\'Iing section, then, we 

consider only results for (2x2) arrangements. 

In this section we present and discuss the I-V profiles calculated 

for the various. model geometries sllO\'m schematically in Fig. 1. ~Je believe 

a reliable structure determination for .the stable acetylene (2x2) over

layer has been made, but further study of the metastable acetylene system 

t 

• 

• 
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is needed. We also indicate the influence of hydrogen s~attering and suggest 

that it can be used to study hybri di zati on of bondi n9 orbi tal s upon chem- _ 

i sorpt ion •. 

The I-V profiles were cal cula~ed for several fractional and integral

order beams at incident angles of 8=0°, 4°, 8° and 16°. Structural para

meters \/hich \'Iere varied in this study Itfete: (i) the planar (x, y) position 

of the molecule (Fig. 1; Ref. 1, Fig. 1) to include high-symmetry sites 

with the C-C axis parallel to the surface, (ii) the z-distance of the 
° 0 

molecule above the topmost plane of platinum atoms from 1.3 A - 2.5 A, (iii) 
o 0 

the C-C distance from 1.20 A (triple bond) to 1.54 A (single bond) for a 

restricted set of geometries, (iv) theCCH angle for a restricted set of 

geometries. The upper layer z-spacing of the platinum substrate was held 

fixed at the bulk value determined previously from clean surface studies.(14) 

Thus we assume that the surface platinum atom positions remain invariant 

during the chemisorption of C2H2• The lack of platinum relaxation during 

adsorption i ssupported by ow' experimental observa ti on that the hi gher 

energy (E ~ 100 eV) I-V peak positions of the integral-order beams, which 

are dominated by platinum scattering, do not change \.<fith acetylene ad

sorption. 

No attempt at refinement of the calclllations by variation of non~ 

structural parameters such as the over1ayer muffin-tin potential or its 

level relative to the substrate potential has been made, and as noted 

earlier, \'/e have also neglected reflection due to the vacuum-solid barrier. 

Hhereas these refincI!12nts \'lOulrl almost cet·tainly result in improvement iiI 

tlw i1qrcclilent betw;cn theory and experiment in tile lovl-cnergy region 

E ~ 40 eV their Of:1ission should not affect our qeneral conclusions \'I!l;ch 
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are based on a 'Corlparative study of various structures over a rather I·tide 

data base. Over 25 diffraction beam profiles in th~energy range 15-95 

~V"were analyzed in terms of relative intensities, peak positions and line 

shapes. 

Before comparing the various profiles, we first note that (for reasons 

ofcornputational savings) hydrogen scattering was not includp.d in most of 

the results to be presented; this rrocedure vii" be justified belo\·J. " 

Secondly, reasonable variation in the C-C distance was found in trial 

calculations to be a small perturbation on the I-V profiles, and for 
o 

this reason the C-C distance was held at the 1.20 A valuew In particular 
o 

Vie fi nd a C-C expansion to the double bond di stance of 1. 34 A to be be 10\,1 

the practical detection lir.litof the method. 1l00";ever, a major expansion 
o 

to the single bond distance of 1.54 A (although not anticipated based on 

tile data for cOI"ll[llexes in Table I) causes significant relative intensity 

changes and peak energy shifts in selected diffraction beams and selected 

energy ranges. A careful study, then, caul d be expected to detc'ct changes 
o 

in intramolecular bond distances down to 0.3 A b~t this is, of course, poor 

resolutionfot~ chemical applications. Part of this insensitivity is due 

to the special case .... /e have considered, namely variations of the C-C dis

tance £0ri111~ to the surface plane. \'!e expect greater sensitivity to 

out-of-plane (z) vdriations since most of the l11olncmtuln-transfer in con-

ventional LEEr; ex!)eriments ;s in the di rection perpendicular to the 

surface. 

Analvs"is of the Stable Acetylene. (2x2) Surfilce Structure·· 

Comparisons of calculated and experimental I-V profiles (sti1ble 

structure) for both fractional and inte~JI'al-order hear/IS are shO\'!n in 

• 

.. r" 
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Figs. 4-5. Several additional comparisons have been reported previously. (1) 

The one-coordinate n-complex was readily ruled out (cf. Ref. 1, Fig. 2). 

In Figs. 4-5 we compare selected results for di-a, bridging ~nd triangular 

structures. On the (111) surface of f.c.c. crystals (A[3C stacking) there 

are bID inequivalent triangular sites distinguished by the presence or 

absence (hole-site) of a second-layer substrate atom located beneath the 

center of the triangle fonned by substrate atoms in the topmost layer. 

The hoJe-site corresponds to the site that would be filled in the formation 

of an additional su~strate layer and this is also found in the calculations 

to be the particular triangular site giving the optimum agreement for the 

location of C2H2 molecules in the acetylene overlayer. The z-distance of 
o 

1.9 A employed in these comparisons \'/aS optiillum for.all three structures 
o 

and all diffraction angles to within ±O.l A. 

Analysis of Figs. ~-5 shows that the triangular geometry gives 

consistently better agreement than either the bridging' or <.Ii-a geometries. 

The di-cr geometry is most readily ruled out; we note, for example, in 

Fig. 5 that whereas both triangular and bridging structures give similar 

good agreement for substrate beams, the di-cr gcoriletry exhibits severed 

discrepancies. In Fig. 4 for the fractional-ol~der. beams the di-'a gcometry 

also does poorly, and vIe also see rnarked differences betl//een the bridging 

and triangular structUrL~S. rlote, for example, the structure 1n the (1/2 0) 

beam profile in the t'cg"ion 40-70 eV which is adequately described only 

by the tri angular-os He profil e. Simil arly, tllf! two-peaks tructure at 

"( 1 1)" 60-80 eV in the ff heam is reproduced by the ttiangular but not the 

bridging-site cal~ulation. Since the triangular and bridging-site cal

culations ShOl'J similar agreement at normal incidencc(l) VJe hove thlls found 
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a close cOI:1parison of several fractional-order beams at non-normal incidence 

to be essential to the analysis and to favor the triangular geometry. 

In addition to visual evaluations vIe have also carried out a COI'I[)uter

ized analysis of the I-V profiles in which comparison is made of relative 

intensifies and percentage of matching peaks betv/een theory and exp0.rimcnt. (21) 

Both of these comparisons were consistent with the visual evaluation. For 
o 

.example, at z=1.9 A the triangular structure reproduces 6~% of the peaks 

in the fractional-order experimental I-V profiles (within a 7 eV window), 

the bridging structure 54% and the di-a structure 46?&. Hm'/ever, these 

overall statistical comparisons tend to average over important discrepancies 

occuring in selected beams and selected energy ranges. Accordingly, we 

feel that visual cOI:lparison is quite essential in LEED analyses particularly 

at the crucial stage of discerning differences hetween two favorable 

candidate structures. 

Finally, we note the effect of scattering by the hydrogen atoms in C\ 

trial calculation for the bridgina structure at norMal incidence in Fig. 

6. These results shm·J that above -4·0 eV there is little sensitivity to 

hydl~ogen even at a 60° ci s-bendi n9 of the hydrogens il.1<Jay from the surface 

(CCII angle=1200). Hov/ever, we have noted ill FiU. "6 h/o 10l<J-energy 1)C'aks 

whose ratio does chaWJC significantly with CCH angle. These peaks illso 
. . 

appear for the tl~ianglllJr stl~ucture \'Ih;ch exhibits very similar I-V pro~ 

fiJes at normal incidence. (1) Comparing in a literal fashion the calculat(·d 

curves to expcrimentl<Je may conservatively estimate the CCH angle (X to be 

greater than _150° fOl"' acetylene in the adsorbed state. Analogous 

behavim' for the (~ J) beam is also consistent with this result. Although 

vie must view these considerations as r>relirninary, since the very lO'tJ-eller~y 

- {'; " 
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region of the I-V profiles is the least reliable, we certainly have evi

dence that a major sp-.. sp2 rehybridization of acetylene doe.s not occur • 

He fully expect that refined calculations in the very 10\1/-ener~LY reGion 

of the spectrum \·Iill lead to a more precise measure of the deQree of cell 

angle bending. 

Analysis of the f'1etastable Acetylene (2x2) Surface Structure 

A satisfactory structure for the metastable acetylerH~ OVerlayer(3) 

(which forms upon the initial room-tefTlperature exposure of acetylene to 

the Pt(lll) surface) has not been forthcofTling in the course of the prese~t 

intensity calculations, but some preliminary remarks are appropriate here. 

It appears that the metastable structure involves significantly different 

C-Pt bond distances and very possibly a different planar bonding site on 

the platinum surface. In fact, the most consistent agreement bet\'leen the 

experimental and calculated intensity curves found thus far for the meta

stable layer is \'.Jhen the acetylene Iflolecule is placed in the bridginu 
o 

or triangular positions at the z-distance of 2.4±.1 A above the Pt sub-
o 

strate. This length is 0.5 A longer than for the stable acetylene structure, 

consistent \oJith the formation of a stronger C-Pt bond (and probable re-

duct; on in C-C bond order) in the course of the Illetas tab 1 e-s tab 1 e tran

sition. Hov.Jever, the degree of agreement achieved for this model structure 

·hetwcen calculated and experimental I-V profiles is not of sufficient 

quality to pennit a reliable structure determin(ltion. A major rea~on for 

tllis may be our neglect of inner potential differences betl'/een the sub-

strate and overlayer, an approximation whose accuracy decreases for 

.increasing zdistance of the overlayer from the substrate. 
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Evidence Against the Oissociative J\(isorption of /ketylene 

Althou~h \"Ie have heretofore implicitly assumed. acetylene to adsorb 

associatively at the low temperatures (~ 400 K) relevant to this study We • 

may also consider dissociative adsorption models in \'/hich C-C bond scission 

occurs; and the apra rent (2x2) d iffracti on pattern is then due to either 

(2x2) or (2xl) arrays of cher.lisorbed C or CIl fragments. life have accordingly 

performed Cll 1 cul ati ons at 9=00 and SO for these "carbonaceous II overlaycr 
o 

·models, again at z-distances of 1.3-2.5 A. For a given bonding site and 

z-distance, the calculated I-V profiles for the fragmented species are very 

similar to those reported earlier for (associative) molecular adsorption; 

cdmparatively s~all differences in relative inten~ities and line shapes are 

genera 11 y found. 
o 

Importantly, the di stance of z=l. 9±0. 1 A is found to be optimum for 

models involving either associatively held C2H2 or fragmented (C;CI1) species 

at the triangular bonding site. Pre~ious LEED studies of atomic adsorption 

on a variety of metal surfaces have shown that the metal-atom bond distance 

is given by the sum of the metallic radius of the substr~te atom and the 

covalent radius of the adsorbed atom. (22) For covalently bonded systems 
o 

this rule has consistently held with an accuracy of 0.1-0.2 A. If we 

noW consider a carbon atom bonded to platinum (111) in the 3-fold lIo11o\'/ 

• 

. 0 (I 
(triangular site) this rule then implies a z-distante of 1.45 A (C-Pt bond 

o 0 
distances of 2.16.A). Since this distance is 0.5 A less than that found 

ill the present LEED analysis it secr:1S tllat a carbonaceous layer is very 

improbable. On the other hand, the associative r.lodel appears quite reasonable 
o 0 

since at z=1.9 A, C-Pt distances of 2.2 A are found for C2HZ centered on the 

tl'iilWllIlflr :-if;1" (sC'r Fit]. 1<1). This value is vel'.v close to the predicted 

covalent bond distllnce of 2.1Ct 
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CONCLUSION 

We have been able to distinguish amongst various proposed bonding 

mode 1 s for acetyl ene adsorpti on on the Pt (111) surface us i nu dynal:l; Cd 1 

(multiple-scattering) analysis of 10\'l-energy electron diffraction intensity 

profiles. \~e have found that bonding of acetylene in a triangular site on 

the Pt (111) surface is the stable and preferred configuration. It is 

interesting to note (cf. Table 1) that this same bonding geometry is 

exhibited in trinuc1ear meta1-a1kyne clusters; moreover, the average C-Pt 
o 0 

distance we find (2.42±O.1 A) is similar to that (2.22 A) determined for·the 

OS3(CO)10(C2Ph 2) cluster (Table I), the osmium covalent radius being only 
o 

0.04 A shorter than that of platinum. Although we cannot detect a small 
o 

C-C bond length change we do anticipate a C-C bond stretch of about 0.1 A 

to occur for acetylene adsorption judging from the C-C lengths found in 

x-ray crystal structure determinations of the meta1-alkyne clusters. 

We have also found encouraging evidence that CCHangle bending may 

be studied by the dynamical technique in spite of the fact that electron 

scattering by hydrtigen is relatively weak. 

Finally, it is important to note that since'sensitivity to the 

acetylene ovcrlayer(3) is found only in the low-energy range of 10-lOOeV 

it is very doubtful that al terriative data reduct; on techn; ques (23) (wh i eh 

re lyon s i ng1 e-scattering diffract; on features over a wi de energy range) 

can be used to advantage on 10\,j-coverage hydrocarbon-trans iti on metal 

surfaces. Indeed, the compl exi ty introduced by the s tron~J multi ple-

sca tteri n~J of e1 ectrons provi des the essenti a 1 sens iti vi ty nceded to 

extract the metal-·ligand bonding in these heterogeneous systems. 
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Table I. Examples of bonding structures and bond lengths 

for acetylenic ligands (RC='Cn) in various transition

metal complexes. 

Average t1-C 
0 

Compound Bonding Geometry (A) 

(rh3P)2Pt(C2Ph2)a one-coordinate n 2.0~ 

. b-
(CO)6Co2(C2Ph2) . bri dging (ll) 1.97 

(h5_C5H5)2Rh2(CO)2(CF3C2CF3)c di-o . 2.04 

O~3(CO)lO(C2Ph2)d triangular 2.22 

C =: C 
0 

~ 

1.32 

1.46 

1.29 

1.29 

a J v O. Glanville, J. f1. Stel"rart, and S. O. Grim, J. Organometal. Cilem. I, 

pg (1967). 

b W. G. Sly, .J.Am. Chem. Soc.Ql, 1:3 (1959). 
, . 

C R. S. Dicksor., H. P.Kirsch, and D. J. Lloyd, ~1. Organometal. Chem. 101, 

C48 (1975) •. 

d r.1. Tacllikilwa, J. R. Shapley, C. G. Pierpont, J. Am. Chern. Soc. 2.?., 7174 

(1975). 
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Table II. Muffin-tin potentials for carbon 

[ - rV (r) (a u) ] 

Carbon 
r in C2H2 -

0.00 12.00 

0.25 8.46 

0.50 6.26 

0.75 5.06 

1.00 4.32 

1.20 3.92 

1.50 3.36 

t C-C distance = 2.28 au 

C-H distance = 2.00 au 

rC = 1050 au (muffin-tin radius) 

rH = 0.86 au (muffin-tin radius) 

Atorni c 
Carbon ---
12.00 

8.45 

6.27 

5.05 

4.21 

3.67 

3.05 

and hydro~Jp.n i-
f" 

,,.-,J 

1\ torli c 
Hydro~jen 

2.00 

1.94 

1.82 

1. 70 

1.58 

1.48 

1.36 

. ( 

• 
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FIGURE C/\PTIONS 

Fig. 1: Schematic indicatinCJ various hiQh-symP.1etry local bonding sites for 

acetylene on the (111) face of an f. c. c. crystal: (a) one-

. coordinate "If, (b) di-cr, (c) bridging, (d) triangular. 

Fig. 2: Phase shifts in radians for carbon based on the muffin-tin poten

tial aprl~orriate for acetylene used in this work. Energies are 

referred to the muffin-tin zero. 

Fi g. 3: Phase shi fts in radi ans for hydrogen based on an atollii c hydro~Jen 

potential Hith the muffin-tin radius (rH = 0.86 au) lIsed in this 

\'wrk. Energies are referred. to the muffin-tin zero. 

Fig. 4: Comparison of calculated I-V profiles for various model geometries 
o 

(z :: 1.9 /\) to exrcriPlent (stable acetylene ovel~layer) for b'lo 

fractional-order beaP.1s. 

Fig. 5: Comparison of calculated I-V profiles for various model geometries 

Fig. 6: 

o 
(z = 1.9 1\) to experiment (stable acetylene overlayer) for tl'/O 

integral-order beams. 

Dependence of the calculated I-V profi1~s on CCH angle and com

parison to experiment (stable acetylene over1ayer) for the 

bri dgi ng geometry (z = 1.9 A). Also shovm is a profil e for \-/h; ell 

hydrogen scattering is neglected. The tatioof low-energy peaks 

labeled 1 dnd 2 is sensitive to CCH angle. 
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Acetylene on Pt (III) 
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Acetylene on Pt(lIl) 
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